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free NARUC consumer guide.

extreme heat and heat Wave

e

xtreme heat is defined as a prolonged period of excessive heat, generally 10
degrees or more above average, often combined with excessive humidity. Extreme
heat is responsible for more deaths than any other weather-related event. In extreme
heat, evaporation is slowed and the body must work extra hard to maintain a normal
temperature. This can lead to death by overworking the human body. Older adults,
children, those sick, or overweight tend to be at the greatest risk from extreme heat, while
a stagnant atmosphere and poor air quality may exacerbate the danger. It is important to
know how to prepare for and respond to periods of extreme heat to reduce risks.

how it might Impact Your utility service
• Heat waves may result in power outages, so be prepared to store food and medicines
accordingly. Have backup power sources in the event that you lose power
• Loss of utility services can also cause food spoilage and water contamination

Alerts
Excessive Heat Watch: Conditions are favorable for an excessive heat event to meet or
exceed local Excessive Heat Warning criteria in the next 24 to 72 hours.
Heat Advisory: Heat Index values are forecasting to meet locally defined advisory criteria for
one to two days (daytime highs=100°-105° Fahrenheit).
Excessive Heat Warning: Heat Index values are forecasting to meet or exceed locally defined
warning criteria for at least two days (daytime highs=105°-110° Fahrenheit).

BeFore extreme heAt/heAt WAve
• Find air conditioning.
• Expect power outages.
• Find places in your community where you can go to get cool.
• Keep your home cool by doing the following:
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• Keep your home cool by doing the following:
Cover windows with drapes or shades.
Weather-strip doors and windows.
Use window reflectors, such as aluminum foil-covered cardboard, to reflect
heat back outside.
Add insulation to keep the heat out.
Use attic fans to clear hot air.
Install window air conditioners and insulate around them.

durIng extreme heAt/heAt WAve
• Find places with air conditioning. Libraries, shopping malls, and community centers
can provide a cool place to take a break from the heat.
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• Do not use electric fans when the temperature outside is more than 95 degrees, as
this could increase the risk of heat-related illness. Fans create air flow and a false
sense of comfort, but do not reduce body temperature.

AFter extreme heAt/heAt WAve
• Assess the safety of food and/or water supply if you experienced a power outage
(refer to the appendix “Food
Safety
without
Power.”)
(Refer
“Keeping
Food
Safe During
an Emergency.”)

DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this book is compiled from many sources by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners’ Committee on Consumers and the Public Interest.
The compilers have made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information provided. However, the information is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind.
NARUC, its employees, and member agencies do not make any warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or
usefulness of any information, advice, product, or process outlined in this book. We shall not be liable for any loss or damage of whatever nature (direct, indirect, consequential, or other)
whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, which may arise as a result of your use of (or inability or failure to use) the material in this book. This book provides links to publications/
websites owned by third parties. The content of those third-party sites is not within NARUC’s control, and NARUC cannot and does not take responsibility for that content. Links to thirdparty sites are not to be taken as an endorsement by NARUC of the third-party site, or any advice or products on the third-party site, nor as any assurance that such sites are free from
computer viruses or anything else that has destructive properties. We cannot and do not take responsibility for the collection of or use of personal data from any third-party site.
This publication is not intended to provide diagnosis, treatment, or medical advice. Please consult with a physician or other healthcare professional regarding any medical or healthrelated issues, including the use of or disposal of any medications. The insurance and related legal recommendations are general and cannot substitute for the advice of a licensed
insurance, financial, or legal professional with specialized knowledge who can apply it to your particular circumstances. Please address such concerns to a competent professional.

